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Adapting the usual manual methods of compuiting Kendall's tau to 
automatic computation result in a running time of order N2. A method 
is described with running time of order N log N. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

y THy usual methods for calculation of the rank correlation coefficient, 
Kendall's tau, none is efficient for automatic computation with large 

samples. In everycase known to the author each of the N pairs, (Xi, Yi), is 
compared with everyother pair, (Xi, Yj), resulting in a running time of order 
N2. The process of calculating tau is closelyrelated to that of ordering a list 
of numbers in internal storage, i.e., performing an internal sort, but internal 
sorting algorithms with running time of order N log N are known. The 
reader is referred to y [1], y [2], and Gotlieb and Hume (section 
10.4) [41 for descriptions of particular sorting methods and general discussion 
of the field. 

Considering this relation betweeni calculation of tau and an internal sort, we 
propose a method with running time of order N log N. Its running time is 
illustrated here and corrections for ties are discussed. The method is not 
recommended for manual computation. 

The problem of calculatinig Kendall's tau arose while attempting to evaluate 
species associations in catches by the Canadian east coast offshore fishery
Sample sizes ranging up to 400 were common, making manual calculations 
out of the question; indeed, an initial program using an asy  in- 
efficient method proved expensivelyslow. 

2. INTy SORTING AND COMPUTATION Oy TAU 

Suppose a list of iiumbers is ordered as follows. The list is scanned, every
time two adjacent numbers not in order are encountered, the pair is exchanged. 
Scanning is repeated until the list is in order. If the list is first ordered with 
respect to the first variable, X, then with respect to the second variable, Y, 
and a couIt, s, of the number of exchanges made in the second ordering is 
taken, then 

T= 1 - [4s/N(N - 1)]. (1) 

This orderinig method is called sorting byexchanging. The reader mayrecognize 
it as one of the methods given byKendall [5] section 1.13 for calculating tau. 

Any method of sorting which permits the exchange count, s, to be carried 
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can be used to calculate tau. Linear, quadratic, and pth power selection, sort- 
ing by merging, counting, and insertion caii be used and several have been, 
e.g., Kendall (section 1.9) [5] (counting) and Lieberson [7] (inserting?). In 
the other hand, digital sorting and address calculation will not y an ex- 
change count, although these can be used for the initial X sort. The author is 
grateful to one of the referees for pointing this out. 

Of those sorting methods known to the author which are adaptable to com- 
puting tau, the merge sort is asy  the fastest. One version proceeds 
by ordering in successive stages sublists of length 2, 4, 8, . . . , 2k, . . . To 
avoid trivial complications, N will be assumed a power of 2. On the kth stage 
the list is divided into sublists of length 2k, and each of these sublists ordered 
within itself. y example, the list: 

2, 7, 5, 3, 4, 8, 6, 1 

would become after the first stage 

2, 7; 3, 5; 4, 8; 1, 6 

after the second stage 

2, 3, 5, 7; 1, 4, 6, 8 

and be completelyordered after the third stage. 
y  time an item is moved forward (not backward) in the list the exchange 

count is augmented bythe number of places moved. In the above example the 
exchange count is 2 after the first stage, 7 after the second stage, and 14 after 
the third stage. 

A flow chart of this process is given as y 1, to which the reader wishing 
more detail is referred. 

3. RUNNING TIMy

Running time for various sorting methods is discussed by y [I ] and 
Gotlieb and Hume [4]. Most methods allowing an exchange count have 
running time of order N2, exceptions being pth power selection with time of 
order Nl+lP, and merging with running time or order N log N. The latter is 
derived for the version described here bynoting that at the kth stage the sub- 
lists being sorted consist of two strings of length 2k-1 already in order from 
previous stages; thus, finding the largest item to be moved to the head of the 
sublist requires onlyone comparison, that of the two items at the head of each 
string. Generally finding the rth largest item to be moved to rth place re- 
quires onlythe one comparison of items at the head of the unused portions of 
each string. The running time for one stage is thus of order N and there are 
log 2N stages. 

Comparison of the proposed with one of the faster and more simplypro- 
grammed of the order N2 methods, that based on sorting bycounting, is made 
in Tables I and II. Table I shows the number of operations in the inner loop, in 
both cases. Table II compares machine runs for both methods made on the 
IBM 1620 at the Universityof New Brunswick. 
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y CHART y SORTING AND COUNTING BY My

Begin o 

Initialize Set S 0 
Set K 0 

Start New Stage 2 Set L . I 

Start New I = L 
S ublist 3 = Min (I+ 2K, N +I 

I end = J 
J end 2 Min J J+2K N +I) 

Test for y 4 < 
of String Yes No 

5 Is J 4 J end> 6< is J J end_> 
No Yes Yes N 

Compare Items 7 IS Y YejNo 

Move Item 8 Set Y'L = YI Set YL = YJI 
Augment Count Add I end - I to S 

Add to t0 Add I to I 11 Add I to J 
Counters 

12 |Add I to L| 

y of Stage 13s< L > N No 
,-YesN 

Reverse Lists 14 I Reverse Role of Y' and Y l 

New Stage ? 15 Add I to 
Is 2K >, N 

y Yes No 

4. TIy

If ties are present theycan be broken in numerous way y different 
values of the exchange count ranging from, say s- to s+. Usually s is taken 
as (s-+s+)/2. 

To obtain s-, sort as follows: y in the preliminaryordering upon X, 
break all ties according to Y. (If Y is also tied the choice is immaterial.) Sec- 
ond, if during the second sort the two currentlycompared Y values are equal, 
the one higher on the list is chosen to move to the head of the sublist. The 
reverse of this procedure y s+, which is equal to s- + T + U - V, where T, 
U, and V are respectivelythe number of tied pairs in X, in Y, and the number 
of jointlytied pairs. y are given for T and U by Kendall (section 
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TABLy I. OPy IN INNy LOOP 

Operation Sorting by

Counting Merging 

Multiplyby

N(N-1)/2 Nlog2N 

Comparisons 2 3 
Additions 1 2 .5 
Subscript calculations 2 3 
Data transfers 0 1 

TABLy II. y RUNNING TIMy (ON AN IBM 1620) 

Sample size N Approximate running time in seconds using sorting by

Counting Merging 

20 0.8 1.1 
30 1.2 1.2 
40 2.0 1.6 
50 2.6 1.8 

100 9.4 3.9 
200 36. 8.0 
500 217. 22. 

3.4) [5], and that for V is analogous. Given s-, T, U, and V, Kendall's Tb and 
indices like the Goodman-Kruskal (Kruskal [6], Goodman and Kruskal [3]) 
gamma can be calculated. 

Since straightforward methods of calculating T, U, and V lead to running 
times of order N, no details are given, save the obvious remark that T should 
be calculated while the list is in X order, U while in Y order, and V while in 
either order. 
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